TECHNICAL NOTES AND SHORT PAPERS

A Note on a Theorem of J. N. Franklin
By Saburô Uchiyama
Let x(0) = x be a d-dimensional real column vector and consider the sequence of
d-dimensional vectors xin) (n — 0, 1,2, • • •) defined by the relation
(1)

xln+1) = Axln) + b

(modi),

where A is a d X d matrix with real components and b is a fixed d-dimensional real
column vector. In a recent paper [1] J. N. Franklin proved the following
Theorem. If all the components of the matrix A are rational integers, then the
sequence of d-dimensional vectors x
in = 0, 1, 2, ■■■) defined by (1) is equidistributed modulo one for almost all initial vectors x if A has no eigenvalue equal to
zero or a root of unity; when 6 = 0, the sequence is equidistributed modulo one for almost
all x if and only if A has no eigenvalue equal to zero or a root of unity.
Franklin's proof of this result makes use of the criterion of H. Weyl [3] for the
equidistribution modulo one of sequences of vectors and the individual ergodic
theorem due to F. Riesz as well. The purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of
the theorem of Franklin on the basis of the criterion of Weyl only.
By the way, we note that the above theorem has some applications in the theory
of normal numbers. As a sample of this we may mention the following. J. E. Maxfield
[2] introduced the notion of normal d-tuples (or, d-dimensional vectors) with real
components to scale r, where r ^ 2 is a fixed integer, and showed that almost all
d-tuples are normal to scale r (and hence normal to scale r for every r ^ 2, i.e.
absolutely normal). Indeed, a d-tuple x is normal to scale r if and only if the sequence
r"x in = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) is equidistributed modulo one (cf. [2, Theorem 5]) : thus, the
conclusion that almost all d-tuples are normal to scale r is an immediate consequence
of the theorem of Franklin with an appropriate diagonal matrix A and 6 = 0.
Now, let x in = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) be a sequence of real d-dimensional vectors defined by (1), where b is a fixed real d-dimensional vector and we suppose that the
components of the d X d matrix A are integers. Let h be a d-dimensional vector with
integer components and put

Fnih,x) =-Ee((Ä,a;w)),
n i-o

where we write e(i) = exp 27ni and denote by (u, v) the inner product of the vectors

u and v. If we set

&<°>
= 0,

bU) = b + Ab + • • ■ + AH1b

then
Fn(h,x)

= ig
Vi

J—n

e((h,A¡x

+ bU))),
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SO that
1

"—1 »—1

I F„ih, x)\2 = i!Z#,
W j'-0

= -2 £

A'x + bU)))eiih,A"x + 6»>))

fc-0

Z e((A, 6W - 6tt)))e((A, UJ - Ak)x)).

n* i=o k=o

We have iA' — Ak)*h 9e 0 for any h 9e 0, provided that 4 has no eigenvalue
which is zero or a root of unity. (The proof of this fact can easily be carried out in a

similar way to that of [1, §4, Lemma].) Since (A, iA' — Ak)x) = HA' — Ak)*h, x),
it follows from this that

/ c-i eiih,iA'
where Cd is the d-dimensional

- A")x))dx

¡1
= .

if j = k,

\}J

if J 9a k,

unit cube,

C":0 :g x„ < 1

is = 1, ■•• , d).

Hence we obtain
\Fnih,x)\ldx
fc¡ \Fnih,x)

for any vector Ä ^ 0 with integer components.

= -

n

It is now quite easy to deduce from

(2) that we have, for such h,

(3)

lim F„(h, x) = 0
n->CO

almost everywhere

on Cd. In fact, we have

Ê

m-1

f |Fm2(A,x)|2dx = £ 1. < oo,

Jc<

m-1 »I1

and this implies that the series 2Z„-i | Fmz(h, x)\2 converges for almost
and so

all x in C"*

lim Fmt(h, x) = 0

for almost all x in C\ If m ^ n < (m + 1) , then

| Fn(h, x) - Fm*ih, x)\ ^ 2(n ~ m2) < 4= ,
n

y/ n

from which follows (3) at once. (This argument for the deduction of (3) has already
been used by Weyl [3, §7].) We thus have proved the theorem via Weyl's criterion,
except for the necessity of the condition that A have no eigenvalue equal to zero or
a root of unity, in the case of b = 0. But, for 6 = 0, we may simply proceed just in the
same way as in [1, the latter half of §5] and we shall refer to it for the detail.
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